Friday, 28th January 2022

The Weekly Bulletin
Futsal Fun for Upper Key Stage 2
This week saw our Year 5 & 6 classes continue to enjoy even more
extra sports opportunities to enrich our PE curriculum with a visit by
Mr Moyle from the PE Department at King Edwards School. Mr Moyle
ran the first ever
futsal session in
school for our
Upper Key Stage
2 classes. During
the
taster
sessions,
the
children focused
on developing
skills for this fast
and fun version
of
football
before putting
them
into
practice with a
game.

Dates for your Diary

February
1�� FoBs AGM at 9.30am
4�� NSPCC Dress Up for Digits Day - see
attached information
10�� Year 6 Trip to UK Parliament
10�� Year 1 Trip to Sedgewick Museum
15�� Year 2 SATS Information Session - 6pm
17�� Year 6 SATS Information Session - 6pm
21�� Half Term

Covid Update
Unfortunately, we have seen some disruption in school
this week due to the number of covid cases we currently
have among staff and children. Nationally, infections
from the Omicron wave are plateauing. At the time of
Chef Charlotte and her kitchen team received an
writing, however, 184 schools and Early Years settings
unannounced visit from an Environmental Health Officer this
in Suffolk have declared outbreaks of Covid-19; 105 of
week to check the cleanliness of our school kitchen. We were
these outbreaks are currently at level 2 and 79 are at
delighted to receive another 5* rating for our kitchen
level 3 (in line with the Suffolk’s Public Health Education
facilities. It’s great to have a 5* kitchen to match the 5* food
and Early Years Framework). The infection rate
the team serve every day!
in Suffolk within the 0-19 cohort is currently significantly
above both the East of England and National rate. As we
know from our own experience, this is causing
continued disruption in schools and Early Years settings
Premier Sport are keen to hear from parents who would like to right across the county.
voice their opinion on what sports they would like to see
offered next half term as part of the Premier after school offer. We will continue to use the different tools available to
The Premier team have created a quesionnaire for parents to us e.g., increased ventilation, face coverings, testing as
outlined by the contingency framework in order to
complete. This will enable them to identify most popular clubs
manage our current outbreak and during this next
and decide what offer for the next half term.
chapter of learning to live with covid. We would like to
thank all of our families for the resilience and support
Please find below the link to the questionnaire.
you continue to show during these extraordinary
times.
https://forms.gle/JzX6Z4ShrtJMW3589

5* Kitchen Rating

Premier Sport Clubs

It’s business as usual at Barrow…

Reception
enjoyed
maths in the
wildlife area
by building
10’s frames
from sticks.

Year 1 became
palaeontologists
for
the
afternoon
as
they
learnt
about the life of
fossil
hunter
Mary Anning in
History.

Year 2 have been printing with natural
objects in their Art & Design lessons.

